Honda pilot vtm4

Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my current location. If the detected vehicle
slows to a stop, ACC is designed to slow and stop your vehicle as well. After stopping, a tap on
the throttle instructs the car to continue maintaining the desired interval. Honda Limited
Warranty. Roadside Assistance. Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping
Tools. Are you sure? Your ZIP Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. High
performance, dynamic style. Style meets comfort. With aggressive styling from front to back,
the Pilot isn't afraid of attention. Elite shown in Obsidian Blue Pearl. Aerodynamic Styling. Front
Grille. Body Lines. Bright, inch alloy wheels with machine-finished faces will have onlookers
stopping in their tracks. LED Tailights. The taillights straddle the tailgate and rear quarter panel
with their signature shape and feature distinct LED accents. Special Edition shown in Platinum
White Pearl. Special Edition. Plus, enjoy the convenience of the hands-free access power
tailgate. Honda Genuine Accessories. Tailor your Pilot with high-quality, Honda Genuine
Accessories as unique as you. From inch wheels to running boards, there are plenty of ways to
individualize your Pilot. Die-Cast Running Boards. These running boards are made from
durable, die-cast aluminum and add a more rugged, aggressive look to your Pilot. The sticker
package adds a sporty, dynamic look to your Pilot with graphics for the hood, sides and wheels.
Black Grille Trim Assembly. The black grille trim assembly is all about attitude and aesthetics,
adding an aggressive style to your vehicle. Roof Rails. Roof rails make great accents for your
SUV. When paired with crossbars, you can add bike racks, ski attachments and more. Lower
Door Trim. The chrome door trim is a stylish accent that gives your Pilot an even more upscale
look. Elite shown with Gray Leather. Discover premium features throughout and spacious
seating for up to eight. Seating for up to Eight. The Pilot features available leather seating
throughout the cabin for extra comfort. Plus, available seating for up to eight with multiple
seating configurations helps ensure you have room for the whole family. One-touch 2nd-row
seats standard on EX and above. One-Touch 2nd-Row Seating. Get easy access to the third row
with the push of a button on the one-touch 2nd-row seats. Heated and ventilated front seats
standard on Elite and Black Edition. Heated and Ventilated Front Seats. Experience a new level
of comfort with heated and ventilated front seats. On cold days, three heat settings ensure the
right level of warmth; on hot days, cool air circulates through the perforated leather-trimmed
seats. EX-L shown with Beige Leather. One-touch power moonroof standard on EX-L and above.
One-Touch Power Moonroof. Get some fresh air or a broader view with the one-touch power
moonroof. Plus, the sliding shade lets you control the amount of light you let in. Panoramic roof
standard on Elite and Black Edition. Panoramic Roof. The large panoramic roof on the Pilot
offers beautiful, expansive views to passengers in the second and third rows. Tri-zone
automatic climate control standard on EX and above. Tri-Zone Climate Control. Keeping all your
passengers comfortable is no problem with the independently adjustable tri-zone automatic
climate control system. Wireless phone charger standard on Elite and Black Edition. Wireless
Phone Charger. RES standard on Touring and above. Rear Entertainment System. RES also
supports an accessibility function for individuals with disabilities that gives audio feedback of
on-screen operation. To learn more, click here. Elite shown in Steel Sapphire Metallic.
Hands-free access power tailgate standard on Touring and above. Hands-Free Power Tailgate.
It's a breeze to load up for an adventure with the hands-free access power tailgate. Sorry, your
browser doesn't support embedded videos. Cargo Capacity. Door Sill Protection Film. The door
sill protection film helps provide the lower door lining with protection from scuffing. All-Season
Floor Mats. Wet boots? Muddy shoes? Dog hair? No problem. Food spills, dog hair, muddy
clothesâ€”the daily wear and tear on your rear seats can be brutal. But 2nd-row and 3rd-row
seat covers offer stylish protection that will help keep your original seats in primo condition.
The seatback protectors help protect the backs of the seats when folded down to load longer
items. Folding Cargo Tray. The folding cargo tray helps protect the floor in the rear storage area
from accidental spills that can happen during sharp turns and quick stops. Cargo Bin Dividers.
A place for everything and everything in its place. Elite shown with Beige Leather. The Pilot is
loaded with confidence-inspiring capabilities and an array of sophisticated features. Tested
Tough. From freezing temperatures to harsh terrain, the Pilot can perform almost anywhere you
take it. Intelligent Traction Management system standard on EX and above. Intelligent Traction
Management. Elite shown in Modern Steel Metallic. All-Wheel Drive. That's why the Pilot has an
available all-wheel-drive system. In addition to directions, it also features lane guidance to help
you prepare for upcoming turns. Wi-Fi hotspot capability standard on Touring and above. Blind
spot information system standard on EX and above. Blind Spot Information System. The blind
spot information system BSI uses sensors in the rear bumper to alert you when approaching
vehicles are detected in an adjacent lane. Cross Traffic Monitor standard on EX and above.
Cross Traffic Monitor. Multi-Angle Rearview Camera. From its inch black alloy wheels to its
gloss-black front grille and exclusive red ambient lighting and red seat stitching, the Pilot Black

Edition makes a bold statement. From its dynamic looks to its spacious, comfortable interior
and impressive technology, the Pilot outclasses the competition. Brochures image. When
operating normally your VTM-4 light means the vehicle is in traction control mode. HOWEVER, if
the light just came on when you were driving it is an indication that you have a problem with the
engine that is causing the VTM system to think the vehicle is in traction control mode because
of a loss of engine power or misfire. Here's how that happens: on a Honda, the way the vehicle
restores traction is by reducing engine power to the point where the wheels don't spin as fast
and thereby restores traction to a slipping wheel slipping wheels spin faster than the other
wheels. Conversely, when there is a reduction in engine power that is abnormal, the VTM
system "thinks" that the engine power is being reduced to restore traction and it triggers the
light. In almost all cases, the light is being triggered by an idle speed control valve malfunction
or in some cases by an EGR valve malfunction. It may or may not turn on the check engine light.
This problem was fairly common on Pilots in and but certainly isn't limited to just those years.
Take the car to a Honda dealer or to a mechanic and have them check for stored codes in your
powertrain control module. I think you're going to find that there is a code for an idle speed
control valve malfunction or an EGR valve malfunction. The idle speed control valve is
warranted for 8 years or 80, miles; the EGR for 3 years or 50, miles. Your Pilot is probably still in
warranty and if so the repairs would be made at no charge. Its a sensible way to start. The site
allows you to do a no cost scan simply to find out if any sort of data is in existence. A smaller
analysis is done without cost. To get a detailed report its a modest payment. You may not
realize how many good reasons there are to try and find out more about the people around you.
After all, whether you're talking about new friends, employees, doctors, caretakers for elderly
family members, or even significant others, you, as a citizen, have a right to know whether the
people you surround yourself with are who they say they are. This goes double in any situation
that involves your children, which not only includes teachers and babysitters, but also scout
masters, little league coaches and others. Bottom line, if you want to find out more about
someone, you should perform a background check. What can i do? How do I clear the lights?
VTM-4 Vehicle Traction Management When slip is detected, an electronic computer instantly
transfers torque to the wheels that have grip. In exceptionally slippery conditions the driver can
depress a button to allow maximum torque transfer to the rear wheels. This system is for steep,
snow-covered driveways rather than mud bogging. So what it means is you got in slippery
conditions and it transferred power to other wheels to regain better traction. Trending News. For
Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg.
COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying
surge. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Official on Woods: He's 'very
fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Palace: Prince Philip
has infection, will stay in hospital. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some.
Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save. Your Pilot is probably still in
warranty and if so the repairs would be made at no charge hope that helps. Honda Warning
Lights. This Site Might Help You. RE: I have a Honda Pilot and my vtm-4 warning light came on.
What does this mean? How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the
answer. Daniel G. Show more answers 2. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Honda genuine fluids are the exact original equipment manufacturer OEM fluids that
your vehicle came with. When you select a genuine OEM fluid - you can rely on the high quality
and effectiveness of the product and brand without having to guess if the product will work in
sequence with your vehicle. Protecting your investment is important and choosing the right
fluids can be challenging. So don't risk another minute by searching and buying something that
might work. Stick with what you know and choose a genuine OEM Honda fluid. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 20 hrs
and 3 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by.
Genuine Honda Fluid Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Honda. This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE
Shipping. Sold by Waylin and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to
explore. Honda Pro Shaft Drive Oil. Compare with similar items. Register a free business

account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? More to consider from our brands. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. You will need to replace
your fill and drain plug crush washers when you change your differential oil. You will need to
purchase 18mm and 20mm crush washer which can be found on Amazon. If you can change
your oil, you can change your differential fluid. It's actually easier because there is no filter. Get
a hand pump with hose that fits the threads on this bottle. Drop and remove the spare tire. Open
the top bolt for drainage, remove bottom bolt and drain old fluid. Replace bottom bolt, insert
plastic hose from pump into top hole and pump until it's full and starts dripping. Replace top
bolt. That's it. It's easy and saves you lots of money. Bought a used honda pilot and the rear
differential was groaning, sounded like a cow in labor when you turned and accelerated. Drain
and fill with this stuff and it's good as new. Quiet as a mouse now! Just what my MDX needed. A
moaning sound was occurring at cold and when you would start a turn at stop. The car has k
miles last gear oil changed was at k. After replacing oil, the sound stopped right away. Easy job,
as mentioned by others here. Just make sure to unscrew top fill bolt first before unscrewing
bottom bolt. Don't want to drain it, then find you cant get the fill bolt out. I had an issue getting
both bolts off because someone over-torqued them the last time they changed the oil. Also, get
a hand pump that screws on top of the gallon. Will make things easy to fill. There's not much to
say other than it's the stuff Honda says to use, so I used it. I replaced the rear differential fluid
on our Honda Pilot at around , miles just because you're supposed to. You'll definitely need one
of those little pumps that screw on to the bottle because there's just not really a good way to
get a bottle high enough to use gravity to pour it in to the fill hole. Honda is extremely funny
when it comes to their transmissions and differentials as they use high friction modifiers that
only the OEM oils have. This is great stuff at a great price that cannot be beat. One person
found this helpful. Bought this for my honda ridgeline, shipped to the door, great price! My
ridge only has xxx miles, the old differential fluid wasn't as black colored, nor smelly, still had a
little transparency! Maybe I could've waited a bit, but at this price why not! Dealer want's almost
dollars! And by doing it myself I know exactly what I did and how long I drained it.. Thankx
Amazon. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Report abuse. Arrived quickly, as
described and worked for my apllication. Great price for an oem product! Pages with related
products. See and
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discover other items: honda , honda oil , honda pilot , honda pilot transmission fluid ,
differential parts , transmission temperature. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. ZIC Sales.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

